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Abstracts 11 -1 8 

11 The measurement o f  clothing air exchange and its role In 
clothing design 
G. W. Crockford, London School  of Hygiene and  TroDical Medicine. London. 
United Kingdom 

Since the development of the trace gas technique for investigating the air exchange of 
the micro-environment of fishermen's clothing in the late 1960's, the technique has 
been used by a number of research groups. The designs and fabrics of a wide range of 
garments from ladies' skirts to survival clothing have been assessed using the 
technique. Sleeping bags have also been investigated using the method. The work 
on clothing using a trace gas will be reviewed and the technical aspects of the 
technique and investigative procedures discussed and assessed. 

The basic principle of the technique and the equipment required is simple but the 
research worker has to ask how accurately it  indicates micro-environment air exchange 
and how much the investigator can learn about garment fabrics and designs. The 
physiological significance of air exchange rates will be assessed and the methods of 
improving their value in this respect by measuring the micro-environment volume 
reviewed and discussed. 
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The review will consider the usefulness of the technique to the designer of work wear 
and protective clothing and its potential for improving the thermal wmfori of clothing. 
Finally, the potential of the trace gas technique, with Bs speed and sensitivity, to 
provide the basis of a garment performance standard for work wear and protective 
clothing will be wnsidered. 
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12 Descrlptlon and evaluatlon of equipment for protectlon from hot 
envlronments: An overvlew 
S A .  Nunneley, USAF School 01 Aerospace Medicine. San Anton:o. Texas USA 

Heat stress arises lrorn some wmbnat'on 01 environment. WOW rate and cloth'ng -the 
latter olten reqLired lor proten:on from nonthermai hazards. Equipment to al.ev:ate 
Jnaccep1ab.e heat stress can take var:ous lorms. which may oe d'v'ded into two basic 
types: 1) Passive - prharily U S ~ J .  where external heat load predominates: examples 
are thin clothing to prevent insLlat:on while a..ow:ng a:rf,ow. rellective andlor insulating 
layers to exdude extreme env:ronmenta. heat, and a welaole external cover to cool the 
outer sLrlace of cothing; 2) Active - the microchate is controlled by means 01 
ventilateo or iiqJ'd-cooled c.othing. Air systems may use ambient, deh-midlied or 
cooled air; problems inclJde providing tne necessary volume of air and dktributing it 
within tne clothing. LiqLio cond't;oning has several engineering advantages and can 
prov;oe much stronger cooling. Ether type 01 microclimate control requires an external 
neat shk wnose act:on may be used continLoJsly (man-mounthg or tetnering) or 
in1errn:ttently (tethering only ouring rest oreaks). Opt'mal selection 01 therma. 
protective equ:pment requires analysis 01 the cases of me problem, de1errninat:on of 
possible cooling opt'ons, and se.ect;on of tne best a.ternative lor the part'cular sehing. 
Ths eva.Lat;on process req.'res expenise from a variety of disciphes and may inclJde 
manidn testhg. compJter modeling, laboratoly experiments and lielo tr'als. 

13 The effect of enhanced respiratory heat loss on exerclslng 
subjects under heat stress 
N. Geladasand E.W. Banister, School of Kinesiology, Simon Fraser University, 
Burnaby. British Columbia. Canada 

This study was designed to explore the contribution of the respiratory system to body 
heat balance during exercise under hot (37.7%) and humid (90 - 95% RH) 
environmental conditions. Eight male subjects cycled twice at 45 ~ 50% of their 
maximum workrate until exhaustion, In random order, they inspired either cool (3.6k 
6.4OC) or ambient air. The expired air temperature was 20.2i 6SoC and 38.1 f 0.6OC 
under cool and hot air inspiration, respectively. During cool air inspiration the expired 
air was 40 - 50% saturated with water vapor while during ambient air inspiration the 
expired air was almostfully saturated (90 - 100% RH). Analysis by paftial calorimetry 
indicated that under ambient air inspiration 89% of the total heat loss occurred via 
sweat evaporation and 11% through respiration. Comparison with cool air inhalation 
treatment showed that Respiratory Heat Loss (RHL) accounted for 55% of the total 
heat loss while sweat evaporation made up the remaining 44%. This change in 
proportion was mediated by an 8.3-fold increase in RHL during cool air inhalation. 

Mean body temperature was calculated from partial calorimetry and the prediction 
equation of Hardy and Dubois (1937) based on changes of skin and core temperature. 
Both methods of analysis showed that a diminished elevation of the mean body 
temperature of 0.4OC occurred by increasing RHL eightfold during 23 minutes of 
exercise while breathing cool air. However, only 45% 01 the diminished elevation of 
mean body temperature was directly attributed to the increased RHL. 

Data from this investigation suggest that the respiratory system is an important 
component in the human body heat balance during wo l  gas inhalation during work in a 
hot alien environment. This idea has implications in vocations such as mining and 
foundry labour. 


